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Focus is often on 
 You 
 Your report 
 Your knowledge base 
 Your bias (or not) 
 Actuarial Assessment-methodology and application 
 Dynamic risk Assessment-methodology and application
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Preparing for Trial
 Handling and organizing discovery 
 What to take on the stand 
 Prepping with the attorney 
 Developing Direct Examination (and your review of it) 
 Preparing for Cross examination-weaknesses in the case
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Depositions
 Subpoena can request many materials you have (articles, draft reports, etc) 
 Prepare like you prepare for Trial 
 Be organized 
 Have a way to identify sources of information in the report 
 Broad ability to question you so you need to answer 
 Fishing expedition 
 Limit information revealed when answering and do not educate-answer only 
what is asked 
 If it seems friendly it is not.
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YOU
 Intend to impeach you, fees, education, training, CV, uninformed opinion, 
interview too short, not ask the right questions 
 Never be defensive or get drawn into the challenge, don’t brag or be full of self 
 Be sure you are offering an objective opinion (it is the attorneys case not yours 
to win or lose) 
 Keep your CV updated  
 Attacks can be very malicious 
 Connect with jury or Judge, you are a teacher 
 Dress professionally
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Your Report 
 Typos or use of another offenders name 
 Length of interview 
 Interview questions 
 Updated information considered 
 Template language
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Diagnoses
 Must be supported (ie. sexual sadism) 
 All data points that support the diagnostic criteria should be cited 
 Consider past psychiatric history and rule diagnoses in or out. 
 Capacity of diagnoses to lessen or remit
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Actuarial Assessment
 Choosing Static-99R and Static-2002R norm groups 
 Static-99R and Static-2002R norms have changed several times 
 Reoffense rates have droped on contemporary offenders so they may overestimate 
the offender you evaluated 
 Opposing expert misuses Static-99R and Static-2002R to manipulate probabilities of 
sexual reoffense. 
 Oversetimating risk of advanced age and the possibility of over estimating their risk 
 Probabilities vary much from sample to sample so don’t represent the offender you 
evaluated.  
 Offender outside the sampling frame of the instrument (deaf, sexual sadism)
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Dynamic Risk Assessment
 Validity 
 Inter-rater reliability 
 Generalizability 
 Don’t decrease with sex offender treatment 
 Using the DRF’s in an empirically guided way
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Community Supervision Officers
 Conditions are generic (avoiding children, no internet etc.) 
 Conditions too intensive for low actuarial scores or low dynamic risk factors 
 Not provide enough support, doomed for failure 
 CO is biased against offender and punative, set offender up to fail
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Testifying Skills
 Reduce anxiety by preparation 
 Do not get defensive 
 Admit if you do not know something, don’t guess 
 Avoid long narratives (3 things) 
 Accurately represent your findings-don’t inflate them
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